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Growing Cells Push Back under Pressure
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In both plants and animals, the interplay between mechanical force generation and mechanical
sensing plays a stabilizing role in many developmental processes. Uyttewaal et al. now demon-
strate that cells in the Arabidopsis shoot apical meristem respond to local mechanical stresses
by reorienting their growth, thereby guiding morphogenesis. Notably, the mechanism underlying
such guidance is amplification—not suppression—of growth-rate heterogeneity.
Genetic methods have been extraordi-

narily powerful for the functional dis-

section of developmental processes, but

they have a limited capacity to elucidate

the role of physical forces in morpho-

genesis. As a growing tissue is neces-

sarily constrained by its geometric form

and emergent mechanics, developmental

molecular-genetic programs are inextri-

cably linked to biophysical feedback.

Although the instructive role of mechan-

ical stress in development is beginning

to be understood at the cell and tissue

levels, feedbacks between these scales

as a function of time are formidably

complex—especially in proliferating cel-

lular systems—and constitute an impor-

tant challenge for the field (Aigouy et al.,

2010; Desprat et al., 2008; Hamant

et al., 2008; Rauzi et al., 2008; Savin

et al., 2011). Uyttewaal et al. (2012) now

take an important step toward under-

standing the interplay between mechan-

ical signaling and active growth control

in the Arabidopsis shoot apical meristem

(SAM). They identify a local positive feed-

back mechanism that increases differ-

ences in the direction and rate of cell
growth across the tissue in response to

mechanical stress. This mechanism is

required to maintain normal meristem

shape and thus links active remodel-

ing of the cytoskeleton to robust organ

morphogenesis.

In the Arabidopsis SAM, the authors

have previously demonstrated that the

orientations of cortical microtubule (CMT)

arrays correlate with the principal direc-

tion of stress in this tissue (Figure 1A)

(Hamant et al., 2008). In the present study,

the authors adopt a nematic tensor-

based approach that quantitatively de-

scribes both the locally predominant

CMT orientation and CMT orientation

variability. A similar method was used

recently to study planar polarity protein

distributions in Drosophila (Aigouy et al.,

2010). The authors first confirm that

CMT arrays reorient with slower dynamics

in the tissue of a microtubule-severing

mutant, katanin. They next show that in

katanin mutants, neighboring cells tend

to grow more frequently in the same

direction, and that the characteristic

dome-like shape of the shoot tip inverts

(Figures 1B, 1C, 1B0, and 1C0). By com-
bining physical measurement of tissue

mechanics, mechanical compression,

laser ablation, pharmacological manipu-

lation of intrinsic tissue stresses, imaging

of CMT arrays, and mathematical model-

ing, the authors then test the central

hypothesis that the katanin mutant’s

morphological defects are the result of

its failure to react sufficiently strongly to

mechanical stress, rather than being an

artifact of emergent mechanical differ-

ences in the mutant tissue.

Based on these approaches, the

authors reach a number of intriguing con-

clusions. First, the laser-ablation and

compression tests strongly suggest that

katanin mutants are deficient in their

ability to react to stress. Second, using

a simple vertexmodel of the SAM inwhich

cells locally reorient their growth to avoid

elongating in the direction of maximal

stress, the authors predict—and then

experimentally verify—that in the wild-

type tissue, active stress-responsive CMT

arrays can actually increase the heteroge-

neity of growth rates if the mechanical

feedback is sufficiently strong. This is

a completely different result from that
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Figure 1. Stress-Dependent Cytoskeletal Remodeling Ensures Proper Morphogenesis in the Arabidopsis SAM
(A) Within SAM cells, microtubules orient according to the principal direction of stress in the tissue.
(B and B0) In wild-type (WT) tissue (B), stress-dependent positioning of microtubules (MTs) leads to the emergence of CMT anisotropy and positive local curvature
in the center of the SAM. By contrast, in the microtubule-severing mutant katanin (B0), microtubule arrays reorient with slower dynamics, leading to less CMT
anisotropy and negative local curvature in the central SAM.
(C and C0) The emergent effects of local, stress-dependent CMT positioning lead to different macroscopic SAM morphologies in the WT and katanin mutant.
Whereas WT CMT dynamics in the central SAM produce overall positive curvature (C), in the katanin mutant, such curvature is negative (C0).
predicted by previous theoretical work

based on theDrosophilawing disc epithe-

lium, which argued that mechanical feed-

back is sufficient to suppress local

growth-rate variability and to potentially

explain the uniform growth rate through-

out the tissue (Shraiman, 2005). Hence,

depending on the particular feedback

mechanism and cell-cell mechanics of

a tissue, we might expect that heteroge-

neity in local growth rates could be either

suppressed or amplified, with distinctly

different consequences for morphogen-

esis. To illustrate, consider what might

happen if themechanical feedbackmech-

anisms (and cell-cell mechanics) of these

two model systems were switched:

whereas the wing disc might suppress

feedback-induced growth heterogeneity

using cell competition (de la Cova et al.,

2004), the grossly misshapen katanin

mutant phenotype suggests that there

are not redundant mechanisms to pro-

mote growth heterogeneity in the SAM.
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Therefore, if confirmed, the biophysical

arguments advanced by Uyttewaal et al.

would add considerable weight to the

view that mechanical feedback is impor-

tant for recursively guiding morphogen-

esis in plants (Dumais, 2007).

The work of Uyttewaal et al. advances

the morphogenesis field along several

lines and also raises new questions. First,

it identifies a plausible, testable hypoth-

esis that is tractable at the molecular and

cellular levels regarding how a growing

tissue can harness intrinsic mechanical

stress in order to direct developmental

decisions. The hypothesis is also suffi-

ciently simple and elegant to have poten-

tially broad explanatory power in plant

systems, where rigid cell walls may

simplify organ mechanics. By com-

parison, such hypotheses are more diffi-

cult to test in animal epithelia, where the

cell and tissue movements observed

during organ formation may complicate

efforts to tease out the role of stress
c.
(Aigouy et al., 2010; Desprat et al., 2008).

Second, theworkofUyttewaal et al. opens

the door to rigorous theoretical testing of

how this particular local, stress-based

growth-control mechanism might direct

robust morphogenetic patterns in other

contexts in plants. In parallel, it raises

questions about how such mechanical

feedback might interact with morphogen

gradients and/or actively transported

patterning hormones such as auxin (Jöns-

son et al., 2006). Third, by analogywith the

proposed stress-dependent cytoskeletal

feedback on growth, it raises the tanta-

lizing possibility that similar feedbacks

operate in animal epithelia,whereactomy-

osin regulators might similarly modulate

the ability of cells to respond to mechan-

ical stress (Uyttewaal et al., 2012). In

sum, this intriguing study illustrates the

considerable explanatory power of quan-

titative approaches combined with exper-

iments as a means to study multiscale,

complex developmental problems.
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